Peroxisomes: Radical Behavior
FRAMING ANALOGY: RADICAL INITIATION
“How’s it coming in there, Gabe?” Karen called into the kitchen, smoothing
the tablecloth down over the big but somewhat wobbly dinner table.
“The roast has about an hour to go, the potatoes are in and the rhubarb wine
is chilling,” Gabriel shouted back. “I just have to make a salad. Listen, Karen, I
really appreciate you having my brother’s family here for Christmas. I just hope
you don’t change your mind about me after you meet them. Especially Billy ... oh
Lord... I almost managed to forget he was coming. There aren’t enough exorcists in
the world to deal with that little devil.”
“Please, sweetie, it’s the least I can do,” Karen cooed. “You were so good with
my parents at Thanksgiving. You kept your cool the entire time, even when you
had to get those rabies shots right in your stomach. I owe you holiday parties for
the next fifty years.”

“Well, hopefully for the next fifty years we’ll be having them together.” Gabriel would have pulled her in for a kiss, but the doorbell rang. Karen went down to
the door and let in an older, plumper version of Gabriel, a pretty but tired-looking
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woman, and a little boy with an innocent face. “You must be Billy,” Karen smiled at
him. “What’s that big toy you have there? It looks really heavy.”
“This is the Terror Tank 8000!” Billy informed her. “Santa brought it! It’s the
best toy ever! It goes really fast and it destroys everything in its path! With lasers!”
“That’s ... nice. Come on in, Mike, Alicia, let me take your coats. Billy, your
Uncle Gabriel told me you like chocolate-covered raisins, so I got some just for
you—if your mom and dad say it’s okay to have them before dinner?” Billy’s mother Alicia mouthed over Billy’s head, “Anything to keep him quiet,” and said more
loudly, “You can have a few, Billy, and say thank you.” Billy dove at the bowl and
shoved a handful of chocolates into his mouth. He kept eating them while the
grown-ups lent a hand in the kitchen, and then announced, “Those were weird
raisins. Kinda crunchy. But really good. Can I have some more?”
“Why don’t you take it easy, buddy?” his father suggested. “Save some room
for dinner.”
“Oh, Mike, it’s Christmas,” Karen laughed, “and he’s a guest. Let him eat as
much as he wants. Billy, I’ll get you some more. Alicia, can I get you anything to
drink while we wait for dinner to be ready?”
An hour passed, and constantly refreshing Billy’s supply of chocolates kept
him surprisingly quiet. The roast came out of the oven, and the adults began carrying food from kitchen to table. Just before they were about to sit down, Gabriel
darted back into the kitchen. Karen followed him. “Gabriel, everything is perfect.
Seriously. Come sit down.”
“I just wanted to get dessert out so we wouldn’t have to deal with it later.
Have you seen those chocolate-covered espresso beans your dad sent?”
“They’re right here, in this bowl.” Karen pointed. “Come on, aren’t you hungry?”
“Those don’t look like them. I think those are Raisinets.”
“Raisinets?” Karen stared. At that moment, they heard the revving of an electric motor, followed quickly by the sound of glass breaking, a heavy thump, and a
child’s voice shrieking, “Nothing can stand in its way! All bad guys run for cover!”
Karen and Gabriel joined Billy’s parents in their run for the bedroom, where
Billy’s voice had come from. The Terror Tank 8000 flew out to meet them, crashing into Gabriel’s shin. He sank to the ground and moaned. Billy had blocked most
of the bedroom doorway with one of the chairs, and the sound of broken glass
had come from the full-length mirror. He had given himself camouflage makeup
with Karen’s eyeliner. He shouted, “You’ll never take me alive!”, waved the remote
control, and sent the Terror Tank 8000 down the hall straight toward the dinner
table. It crashed into the table leg. The table wobbled and went down. The roast,
the potatoes, the rhubarb wine, the peas, the stuffing, the gravy, the dishes, the
glasses, the silverware slid to the floor.
Gabriel half-stood, still clutching his shin, and looked at his brother.
Mike sighed. “I think we passed a pizza place on the way here that was advertising Christmas night delivery.”
“You go call,” Alicia said. “I’ll help with the cleanup while we wait for King
Kobra Kommando here to wear himself out. You want to give him some space
when he gets like this. He has a tendency to bite and his fingernails are a lot sharper than they look. Karen—we’re so sorry—where do you keep the mop?”
“My apartment,” Karen murmured, helping Gabriel the rest of the way up.
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“Your beautiful dinner.”
“You still want to marry me?” Gabriel managed to ask through pain-clenched
teeth. “I think that little monster broke my tibia.”
“More than ever,” Karen assured him, kissing him. “But between your family
and mine, it’ll be some wedding. We’re going to need a lot of rhubarb wine.”

Scientific Connection
Reactive oxygen species are the molecular equivalent of little Billy.
They represent a phenomenally dangerous consequence of living in an
oxygen-rich environment and are the bane of many biological systems.
Reactive oxygen species, also known as oxygen free radicals, contain
oxygen atoms with a single unpaired electron. Radicals will go to any
length to get another electron to correct their imbalance. They will steal
electrons from the nearest molecule, and as a result they are highly reactive—and the reactions they provoke are violent on a cellular scale.
Reactive oxygen species have the capacity for phenomenal amounts of
destruction: they can tear giant holes in a cell’s membrane, cripple organelles, interfere with proteins trying to do important jobs or even rip
the whole cell apart, just like Billy trashed the apartment in an unstoppable caffeine-induced frenzy, even though he was much smaller than
the apartment.
Reactive oxygen species are even used as weapons by the immune
system. Bacteria are captured and caged inside white blood cells before
being dunked in a bath of radicals in the hopes that it will kill them. As
long as the body performs oxidative reactions and we live in an oxygen56
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rich environment, reactive oxygen species will remain a persistent biological problem. Fortunately we have developed many defenses against
these chemical berserkers and one of them is the peroxisome.
Within peroxisomes, the protein catalase works to prevent free radicals from forming by performing this reaction: 2H2O2 (aqueous)2H2O
(aqueous) + O2 (gas). While Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is not in itself a
radical, it can become a radical very easily and cause massive damage.
In this story Billy was like hydrogen peroxide in that when he entered the
house he was (relatively) harmless; however, after ingesting hundreds of
caffeine-loaded chocolate-covered espresso beans he went radical and
began his reign of terror.

Take Home Message
Reactive oxygen species have a phenomenal capacity for destruction. Peroxisomes are involved in the
neutralization of reactive oxygen species through
the activity of catalase.
THE STORY: HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AND WOUND CARE
One minute Clifton Brown, age 9, was coasting down the hill on his new
board and thinking about his next jump. The next, he was lying on his face on the
pavement with his knees in a mud puddle. He forgot about being the next Tony
Hawk and limped back up the hill to his house.
“Ooh, that looks nasty,” his mother said when he came into the kitchen where
she was doing dishes and watching her Saturday soap operas. “What did I tell you
about that skateboard? Now come here.” She grabbed a clean dishcloth, squirted
soap on it and rubbed it across his knees. “Ma,” he wailed. “Okay, that’s enough!”
“No it isn’t. I still see some dirt in there.” Clifton watched in horror as she got
the dreaded bottle of drugstore hydrogen peroxide down from the top shelf and
poured it over his scrapes and cuts. It stung and bubbled, but when his mother
wiped his knees again, the dirt came away, displaced by the bubbles. “Let’s cover
that up now,” his mother said, pasting a Band-Aid on, “and then you can go back
out, but if you fall off that board again, don’t come crying to me.”

Scientific Connection
Those bubbles are visible evidence of catalase hard at work. When
hydrogen peroxide is poured on the wound it passes into the peroxisomes and is defused by the catalase in this reaction: 2H2O22H2O
+O2. The bubbles are the O2 gas produced by the reaction. This bubbling action is a great way to clean out the deep crevices of a wound,
but for killing bacteria, hydrogen peroxide is not the best choice because
aerobic bacteria—those that live in oxygenated (oxygen-containing) en
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vironments—often have catalases of their own. As a result, they can
deactivate hydrogen peroxide before it can become the reactive oxygen
species that would kill them. Anaerobic bacteria, on the other hand, fall
prey to hydrogen peroxide quite easily because they live in environments without oxygen and do not tolerate reactive oxygen species well.
Iodine and rubbing alcohol are much more effective at killing
bacteria than hydrogen peroxide is. The prevailing thought is that soap
and water are better for cleaning out a wound than hydrogen peroxide,
which (like rubbing alcohol) can damage tissue and slow some aspects
of wound healing. However, it is much worse to have a dirty wound
than a little bit of tissue damage. Dirty wounds are very dangerous because dirt is loaded with bacteria, especially anaerobic bacteria, which
can cause infections and deadly diseases like tetanus. Infections can
easily kill a normally healthy person if they get out of control. In Clifton’s case, the combination of soap and water (to destroy some bacteria)
and hydrogen peroxide (to destroy anaerobic bacteria and push the dirt
out of the wound) was probably the safest way to go.

Take Home Message
Wounds need to be cleaned to facilitate rapid healing and to prevent infection. Hydrogen peroxide
is good for cleaning wounds and killing anaerobic
bacteria through its transformation into reactive
oxygen species, but washing dirty wounds with
soap and water is the recommended way of cleaning them.
THE STORY: A MATTER OF CONCENTRATION
Craig and Dwayne went straight from morning football practice to first-period chemistry. “Hey bro,” Craig said as they were setting up the lab on solution and
suspension, “we should put some of this on our arms.” He held up a stock solution
of hydrogen peroxide. “This keeps stuff from getting infected, right?”
“Yeah, my Nana used to put it on me when I would scrape my knees. Good
call, bro, but wait till Mr. Potato Head isn’t looking.” Mr. Potato Head was Mr. Potter, the chemistry teacher. When Mr. Potter was helping another pair with their
experiment, Craig held out his arm and whispered, “Lay it on me, bro. Ow, that
stings.”
“I think it’s supposed to,” Dwayne started to say, but stopped in horror as the
skin around the cuts began to turn white. “I don’t think it’s supposed to hurt this
much,” Craig whimpered. “Ugh, it itches, it burns!” He was really yelling now, and
kept yelling while Mr. Potter dragged him (by his other arm) to the safety shower.
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“What do you think you’re doing, messing with chemicals like that?” the teacher
demanded. “Keep your arm in the water!”
“I just didn’t want our cuts to get infected,” Dwayne whined. “I thought you
put hydrogen peroxide on cuts.”
“A three percent solution! Not a fifty percent solution! Obviously you goofs
haven’t been paying attention in class!” Although the burning had stopped, Craig
continued to whimper as blisters rose up on his arm where the hydrogen peroxide
had touched. “Both of you have detention with me and just in case you haven’t
learned your lesson, we’re going to go over solutions and percentages until you get
it right!”

Scientific Connection
A chemistry lab has the potential to be a dangerous place. Chemical reagents should be treated with respect and used according to instructions—don’t improvise! Many people have been seriously hurt or
killed by the misuse of laboratory equipment and reagents. The hydrogen peroxide solution purchased in stores is typically a 3% solution,
which is already concentrated enough to damage tissues through the
generation of reactive oxygen species. A 50% solution has significantly
more destructive capacity and would generate enough reactive oxygen species to tear apart anything in its path. If this concentration of
hydrogen peroxide were poured on your arm it would ravage the tissue, resulting in burning and blisters. Hydrogen peroxide leads to the
generation of oxygen free radicals and those are what cause the massive
tissue damage. A 50% hydrogen peroxide solution would overwhelm
any defenses that you have against free radicals. The key to treatment
is getting the substance off as fast as possible, so if you’re accidentally
exposed to a caustic (burning) reagent, you should hold the exposed
surface under running water for several minutes. “The solution to pollution is dilution.”

Take Home Message
Reactive oxygen species are extremely destructive. Chemistry labs
are potentially dangerous places and should be respected.
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